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A Sense 
of Place

From traditional to sleekly contemporary, 
15 spaces that are stylish, striking—and 
sure to make a lasting impression
Edited by Jen DeRose

hen we asked the designers on the following pages 
to tell us about their philosophies, what came up, 
time and time again, was how their clients inspire 

them. “No two spaces should be the same,” says designer 
Gretchen Boulos, whose focus is on office spaces, “because 
no two clients or sites are the same.” That ability to hone in 
on what exactly it is that each client uniquely needs, deserves, 
and desires is perhaps what made these projects in particular 
rise to the top of the submission pile. (Speaking of unique, 
don’t miss the croquet-mallet-inspired balustrade designed 
by Margo Moore Interiors’ Megan van der Kieft.) After weeks 
spent working with—and listening to—their clients, these 
designers have all created intuitive and inspirational spaces. 
But what really sets their projects apart is that they have more 
than a passion for their work and an eye for beauty: they also 
have an open ear. 
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A Rockport Seaside Retreat 
Ariana Fischer
Ariana Fischer Interior Design
arianafischer.com

The homeowners were downsizing from their New York farmhouse 
and moving to a seaside condominium in the midcoast. Designer 
Ariana Fischer created a sophisticated, chic home incorporating 
well-loved family heirlooms and furniture as well as places for 

the clients’ beloved—and expanding—contemporary art collection. “The 
couple travels extensively, so incorporating all of these elements into an 
easy and comfortable home was the goal,” says Fischer. “They also really 
love modern European design, so we took this opportunity to have their 
new home and life reflect that.”

Fischer acknowledges that there were some design challenges: 
“Condominiums can have tricky structural details that cannot be altered. 
That being said, we were able to convert a tiny, dark 1980s kitchen into 
an open and bright space.” Citing the homeowners’ love of travel and art 
as her design inspiration, Fischer used neutrals to reflect their tailored 
sensibilities, played homage to their favorite places with the Italian-
inspired kitchen and Belgian bluestone floor, and honored meaningful 
family pieces by incorporating antiques into the kitchen. She also 
furnished the space with decor that complements the variety of the 
homeowners’ contemporary art collection, with pieces ranging from an 
African woven rug to a modern Eames chair. 

“I like to mix things together that represent the client: where they 
came from, the life they live, and the aspirations they have,” says Fischer. 
“I am always determined to create spaces that give respite but also 
inspiration. I have been designing for these clients for years, and it is an 
effortless, trusting, and symbiotic relationship, so the result feels totally 
natural and perfect.”
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